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a b s t r a c t
We study the classical Bandwidth problem from the viewpoint of parametrised
algorithms. Given a graphG = (V , E) and a positive integer k, the Bandwidth problem asks
whether there exists a bijective function β : {1, . . . , | V |} → V such that for every edge
uv ∈ E, | β−1(u)− β−1(v) |≤ k. It is known that under standard complexity assumptions,
no algorithm for Bandwidth with running time of the form f (k)nO(1) exists, even when
the input is restricted to trees. We initiate the search for classes of graphs where such
algorithms do exist.We present an algorithmwith running time n·2O(k log k) for Bandwidth
on AT-free graphs, a well-studied graph class that contains interval, permutation, and
cocomparability graphs. Our result is the first non-trivial algorithm that shows fixed-
parameter tractability of Bandwidth on a graph class on which the problem remains NP-
complete.
© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
A layout for a graphG is a bijective functionβ : {1, . . . , |V (G)|} → V (G). The bandwidth ofG is the smallest integer b such
that G has a layout β where for every edge uv ∈ E(G), |β−1(u)−β−1(v)| ≤ b. Given a graph G and an integer k, the decision
problem Bandwidth askswhether the bandwidth ofG is atmost k. The problem arises in sparsematrix computations, where
given an n× nmatrix A and an integer k, the goal is to decide whether there is a permutation matrix P such that PAPT is a
matrix whose all non-zero entries lie within the k diagonals on either side of the main diagonal. Standard matrix operations
like inversion and multiplication as well as Gaussian elimination can be sped up considerably if the input matrix A can be
transformed into a matrix PAPT of small bandwidth [10].
Bandwidth is one of themostwell-knownandmost extensively studied graph layout problems [9]. It is NP-complete [22]
on general graphs and remainsNP-complete even on very restricted subclasses of trees, like caterpillars of hair length atmost
3 [19]. Furthermore, the bandwidth of a graph is NP-hard to approximate within a constant factor for trees [2]. Polynomial-
time algorithms for the exact computation of bandwidth are known for a few graph classes including caterpillars of hair
length at most 2 [1], cographs [24], interval graphs [14] and bipartite permutation graphs [12]. The best known algorithm,
deciding for a constant k whether an input graph G has bandwidth at most k, is the celebrated dynamic programming
algorithm by Saxe [23], which runs in time 2O(k)nk+1. However, as the value of k grows, the exponent of the polynomial
in the running time grows with it. A natural question is whether Bandwidth can be solved in time f (k)nc where c is a
constant independent of k. This amounts to asking whether Bandwidth is fixed-parameter tractable.
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Algorithms and Computation (ISAAC 2009).∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +47 55584175.
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Fig. 1. A graph class inclusion diagram with the classical complexity of Bandwidth on these graph classes.
Parametrised complexity is a two-dimensional generalisation of ‘‘P vs. NP’’ where, in addition to the overall
input size n, one studies how a secondary measurement that captures additional relevant information affects the
computational complexity of the problem in question. Parametrised decision problems are defined by specifying the
triple input/parameter/question to be answered. The two-dimensional analogue of P is solvability within a time bound of
f (k)nc , where n is the total input size, k is the parameter, f is some computable function, and c is a constant that does not
depend on k or n. A parametrised problem that can be solved in such time is termed fixed-parameter tractable, FPT. There is
a hierarchy of intractable parametrised problem classes above the class FPT, the main ones being:
FPT ⊆ W[1] ⊆ W[2] ⊆ · · · ⊆ W[P] ⊆ XP.
This hierarchy is called the W-hierarchy. The principal analogue of the classical intractability class NP is W[1], which is a
strong analogue, because a fundamental problem complete for W[1] is the k-Step Halting Problem for Nondeterministic
Turing Machines with unlimited nondeterminism and alphabet size — this completeness result provides an analogue of
Cook’s Theorem in classical complexity. Thus, a parametrised problem that is hard forW[1] is unlikely to be fixed-parameter
tractable. For general background on the theory, see the textbooks by Downey and Fellows [7], Flum and Grohe [11], and
Niedermeier [20].
In a seminal paper, Bodlaender, Fellows, and Hallet showed that Bandwidth on trees is hard for W[t] for every t ≥ 1
[3]. This rules out the existence of an FPT-algorithm for Bandwidth unless the entire W-hierarchy collapses. The hardness
result in [3] indicates that the tractable cases for Bandwidth seem to be few and far between. Here, we initiate the search
for classes of graphs where Bandwidth is fixed-parameter tractable.
For the graph classes for which polynomial-time algorithms are known, it has been proved that Bandwidth becomes
NP-complete (or its complexity remains unknown) on slightly larger graph classes. Therefore, it is natural to investigate the
parametrised complexity of Bandwidth on these larger classes of graphs. In this paper, we present an algorithmwith running
time n · 2O(k log k) for Bandwidth on AT-free graphs. A graph is AT-free if for every triple of pairwise non-adjacent vertices,
the neighbourhood of one of them separates the two others. The class of AT-free graphs contains various well-known graph
classes, like interval, permutation, trapezoid, and cocomparability graphs [4].While Bandwidth is polynomial-time solvable
on interval graphs [14] and well-studied subclasses of permutation graphs [24,12], it is NP-complete on cocomparability
graphs and hence on AT-free graphs [16]. For permutation graphs, the complexity of Bandwidth is a well-known open
problem. Most natural superclasses of AT-free graphs contain trees, and thus, the hardness result in [3] rules out an FPT-
algorithm for Bandwidth on these classes. Thus, our FPT-algorithm on AT-free graphs essentially settles the parametrised
complexity of Bandwidth on the chain of natural graph classes above the polynomial cases (Fig. 1).
Our algorithmsmight be seen asmodifications of Saxe’s dynamic programming algorithm aiming at smaller search space
by exploiting the structure of graph classes. They are based on two results. In Section 3, we introduce the notion of (k, l)-
layout, where k and l are non-negative integers, that correlates distances in the layout and in the graph. Informally spoken,
adjacent vertices are not too far apart in the layout, and vertices that are close in the layout are not too distant in the graph.
We show that the existence problem of such layouts is fixed-parameter tractable when parametrised with k and l. The main
algorithmic idea is to construct a digraph, that we call the auxiliary digraph, whose arcs represent small portions of feasible
layouts, that can be combined along directed paths. For obtaining our FPT-algorithm for AT-free graphs, that is parametrised
with k only, we show in Section 4 that the size of l can be bounded from above by a small function in k. For this result, we rely
on structural properties of AT-free graphs and their relationship to interval graphs. In the conclusions section of the paper,
we briefly discuss applications of our approach to other graph classes and list some possible emerging research directions.
2. Definitions and notation
In this paper, we consider simple finite directed and undirected graphs. Directed graphs are shortly called digraphs, and
by ‘‘graph’’, we always mean undirected graph.
For a digraph G = (V , A), V denotes the vertex set of G and A denotes the arc set of G. If (u, v) is an arc of G then u is an
in-neighbour of v and v is an out-neighbour of u. For a vertex pair u, v of G and an integer t ≥ 0, a directed u, v-path of G of
length t is a sequence (x0, . . . , xt) of pairwise different vertices of G such that x0 = u and xt = v and (xi, xi+1) ∈ A for every
0 ≤ i < t . A shortest directed u, v-path of G is a directed u, v-path of G of smallest length.
For a graph G = (V , E), V = V (G) denotes the vertex set and E = E(G) denotes the edge set of G. Edges of G are denoted
as uv, and if uv is an edge of G, we call u and v adjacent, and v is a neighbour of u. The neighbourhood of a vertex u, denoted
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as NG(u), is the set of vertices that are adjacent to u. A graph H is called subgraph of G, denoted as H ⊆ G, if V (H) ⊆ V (G)
and E(H) ⊆ E(G). For a set U ⊆ V (G), the subgraph of G induced by U , denoted as G[U], is the subgraph of G on vertex set U
and with edge set {uv ∈ E(G) : u, v ∈ U}. For a vertex pair u, v of G, a u, v-path of G of length r is a sequence (u0, . . . , ur) of
pairwise different vertices where u0 = u, ur = v and uiui+1 ∈ E(G) for every 0 ≤ i < r . The distance of u and v in G, denoted
as dG(u, v), is the smallest length of a u, v-path in G; if G has no u, v-path then the distance of u and v in G is∞. Graph G is
connected if there is a u, v-path in G for every vertex pair u, v of G. A connected component of G is a connected subgraph H of
Gwhere V (H) and E(H) are inclusion-maximal. A set C ⊆ V (G) is called clique of G if the vertices in C are pairwise adjacent.
The size of C is |C |.
Let G be a graph. A layout (or vertex ordering) is a bijective function from {1, . . . , |V (G)|} to V (G). For β a layout, we also
write β as ⟨β(1), . . . , β(n)⟩. As a special case, we allow the empty layout ⟨⟩. For a vertex pair u, v of G, the distance between
u and v in β , dβ(u, v), is |β−1(u) − β−1(v)|. We write u 4β v if β−1(u) ≤ β−1(v) and u ≺β v if β−1(u) < β−1(v). For an
integer k ≥ 0, we call β a k-layout for G if for every edge uv of G, dβ(u, v) ≤ k. The bandwidth of G, denoted as bw(G), is the
smallest integer b ≥ 0 such that G has a b-layout. The bandwidth of G is equal to the maximum bandwidth of its connected
components. IfH is a subgraph of G then bw(H) ≤ bw(G). For two layouts β = ⟨β(1), . . . , β(r)⟩ and γ = ⟨γ (1), . . . , γ (s)⟩,
β ◦ γ is the layout resulting from appending γ to β , which means, β ◦ γ = ⟨β(1), . . . , β(r), γ (1), . . . , γ (s)⟩. Note that the
◦ operator satisfies the associativity law.
In this paper, we study AT-free graphs and subclasses of AT-free graphs. Let G be a graph. A set {u, v, w} of three pairwise
different and non-adjacent vertices of G is called an asteroidal triple, AT for short, if for every pair x, y from {u, v, w}, there is
an x, y-path in G that contains no neighbour of the third vertex. A graph that has no asteroidal triple is called AT-free. Every
connected component of an AT-free graph is AT-free. For more information on structural properties of AT-free graphs, we
refer to [4,5].
3. Restricted layouts and the auxiliary digraph
In this section, we consider a special type of k-layouts. In addition to the constraint that adjacent vertices be close in the
layout, we also require that vertices which are close in the layout be close in the graph.We define ‘‘being close’’ as a distance
condition. We characterise the existence of such layouts, and we show that the existence is efficiently decidable for fixed
distance bounds.
Let G be a graph and let β be a layout for G. For k, l ≥ 0, we say that β is a (k, l)-layout if β is a k-layout for G and for
every vertex pair u, v of G, if dβ(u, v) ≤ k then dG(u, v) ≤ l. Informally spoken, the vertices that are at small distance in β
are at bounded distance in G. It is not difficult to see that for G connected, G has a k-layout if and only if G has a (k, n)-layout.
Therefore, every connected graph of bandwidth at most k has a (k, l)-layout for some integer l. We aim at characterising the
existence of (k, l)-layouts and thereby providing a tool for an efficient decision algorithm.
Let G be a connected graph, and let k, l ≥ 0 such that G has at least k + 1 vertices. For a vertex u of G and an
integer l ≥ 1, the ball around u of radius l, BG(u, l), is the set of vertices of G that are at distance at most l to u in G. Formally,
BG(u, l) =def {x ∈ V (G) : dG(u, x) ≤ l}. Analogously, for β a layout for G, Bβ(u, l) =def {x ∈ V (G) : dβ(u, x) ≤ l}. With
these definitions, β is a (k, l)-layout for G if and only if Bβ(x, k) ⊆ BG(x, l) for every vertex x of G. We define the auxiliary
digraph aux(G, k, l). The digraph has four types of vertices, three of which are labelled with layout pairs:
– start vertices
let a be a vertex of G and let U ⊆ BG(a, l)where |U| = k and a ∈ U; let α be a layout for G[U] such that α(1) = a;
aux(G, k, l) has a vertex with label (⟨⟩, ⟨α(1), . . . , α(k)⟩)
– middle vertices
let a be a vertex of G and let U ⊆ BG(a, l)where |U| = 2k and a ∈ U; let α be a layout for G[U] such that α(k+ 1) = a;
aux(G, k, l) has a vertex with label (⟨α(1), . . . , α(k)⟩, ⟨α(k+ 1), . . . , α(2k)⟩)
– end vertices
let a be a vertex of G and let U ⊆ BG(a, l) where k ≤ |U| < 2k and r · k + |U| = |V (G)| for some integer r and a ∈ U;
if |U| = k then let α be a layout for G[U] such that α(1) = a, if |U| ≥ k + 1 then let α be a layout for G[U] such that
α(k+ 1) = a;
aux(G, k, l) has a vertex with label (⟨α(1), . . . , α(k)⟩, ⟨α(k+ 1), . . . , α(|U|)⟩)
– the two special vertices S and T .
We call vertex a the anchor of α or the defined vertex of aux(G, k, l). We define the arcs of the auxiliary digraph. Let u, v be
a vertex pair of aux(G, k, l) where u ≠ v and u, v ∉ {S, T }. Let (β, β ′) and (γ , γ ′) be the layout pair label of respectively
u and v, and let Uβ ,Uβ ′ ,Uγ ,Uγ ′ be the set of vertices contained in respectively β, β ′, γ , γ ′. The auxiliary digraph contains
arc (u, v) if the following conditions are satisfied:
– u is a start or middle vertex, and v is a middle or end vertex
– β ′ = γ
– β ◦ β ′ ◦ γ ′ is a k-layout for G[Uβ ∪ Uβ ′ ∪ Uγ ′ ]
– for every vertexw ∈ Uβ ′ , NG(w) ⊆ Uβ ∪ Uβ ′ ∪ Uγ ′ ;
if v is an end vertex then for every vertexw ∈ Uγ ′ , NG(w) ⊆ Uβ ∪ Uβ ′ ∪ Uγ ′
– for every vertexw ∈ Uβ ∪ Uβ ′ ∪ Uγ ′ , Bβ◦β ′◦γ ′(w, k) ⊆ BG(w, l) .
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Finally, add all arcs of the forms (S, u) and (v, T ) where u is a start vertex and v is an end vertex. This completes the
definition of the auxiliary digraph. In particular, aux(G, k, l) has no further vertices or arcs. Below, we will refer to the two
last conditions on the existence of arcs as the neighbourhood and distance condition. We only remark here that aux(G, k, l)
may have directed cycles.
Lemma 3.1. Let G be a connected graph on n vertices. Let k, l ≥ 1 be integers where k < n. Let r be smallest such that rk > n.
(1) If aux(G, k, l) has a directed S, T-path then G has a k-layout.
(2) G has a (k, l)-layout if and only if aux(G, k, l) has a directed S, T-path of length at most r + 1.
Proof. For the first statement of the lemma, we show that every directed S, T -path of aux(G, k, l) defines a k-layout for G.
Let (u(0), u(1), . . . , u(t+1)) be a directed S, T -path of aux(G, k, l). Note that t ≥ 2 and u(0) = S and u(t+1) = T . For every
1 ≤ i ≤ t , let (βi, γi) be the layout pair label of u(i). Let U1, . . . ,Ut be the sets of vertices that appear in respectively
γ1, . . . , γt . Note that γt = ⟨⟩ and thus Ut = ∅may happen. For convenience reasons, let γ0 =def ⟨⟩ and U0 =def ∅. We show
that γ =def γ0 ◦ · · · ◦ γt contains a k-layout for G. First, we show that every vertex of G appears at least once in γ . Clearly,
γ (1) is a vertex of G and appears in γ . We show the claim by induction through a breadth-first-search strategy. Here, it is
important thatG is connected. Let y be a vertex ofG that has an already observed neighbour x in γ . Let 1 ≤ p ≤ t be such that
x ∈ Up. If p ≤ t − 1 then u(p) is not an end vertex of aux(G, k, l) and y ∈ Up−1 ∪ Up ∪ Up+1 according to the neighbourhood
condition on (u(p), u(p+1)). So, y appears in γp−1 ◦ γp ◦ γp+1. If p = t then u(p) = u(t) is an end vertex of aux(G, k, l), and
y ∈ Ut−2 ∪ Ut−1 ∪ Ut due to the neighbourhood condition on (u(t−1), u(t)). Thus, y appears in γt−2 ◦ γt−1 ◦ γt .
As the next step, we extract a layout for G from γ . For every vertex x of G, let π(x) ≥ 1 be the smallest integer such that
γ (π(x)) = x. The above proved result shows that π is well-defined. Let δ be the layout for G such that for every integer
pair i, j, if i < j then π(δ(i)) < π(δ(j)). Informally, δ is the ‘‘leftmost occurrence’’ sub-layout of γ . We show that δ is a
k-layout for G. Let xy be an edge of G. Without loss of generality, we can assume π(x) < π(y). Let 1 ≤ p ≤ t be such that
position π(x) in γ is in γp. Assume that p < t . Then, x appears in γp−1 ◦ γp ◦ γp+1 = βp ◦ γp ◦ γp+1 due to the definition of
arc (u(p), u(p+1)) of aux(G, k, l). Due to the neighbourhood condition, it follows that y ∈ Up−1 ∪Up ∪Up+1, which means that
y appears in βp ◦ γp ◦ γp+1. Since βp ◦ γp ◦ γp+1 is a k-layout for G[Up−1 ∪ Up ∪ Up+1], we conclude that y appears exactly
once in βp ◦γp ◦γp+1 and dβp◦γp◦γp+1(x, y) ≤ k. Now, observe that position π(y) in γ is in γp ◦γp+1, since π(x) < π(y) and y
appears in γp ◦γp+1. It follows from the definition of δ that dδ(x, y) ≤ dβp◦γp◦γp+1(x, y) = π(y)−π(x) ≤ k, which completes
the case when p < t . Now, assume p = t , whichmeans that x appears in γt−1 ◦γt = βt ◦γt . According to the neighbourhood
condition, y ∈ Ut−2 ∪Ut−1 ∪Ut , and therefore, y appears in βt−1 ◦ γt−1 ◦ γt . Analogous to the previous case, βt−1 ◦ γt−1 ◦ γt
is a k-layout for G[Ut−2 ∪ Ut−1 ∪ Ut ], thus, x and y appear exactly once in βt−1 ◦ γt−1 ◦ γt , dβt−1◦γt−1◦γt (x, y) ≤ k, and so,
dδ(x, y) ≤ π(y) − π(x) ≤ k. We conclude that pairs of adjacent vertices appear at distance at most k in δ, so that δ is a
k-layout for G.
For the second statement of the lemma, let β be a (k, l)-layout for G. We partition β into portions. Note that r ≥ 2.
For 0 ≤ i ≤ r − 2, let γi+1 =def ⟨β(ik + 1), . . . , β(ik + k)⟩ and γr =def ⟨β(rk − k + 1), . . . , β(n)⟩ and γ0 =def ⟨⟩.
Note that in case rk = n, our definition means γr = ⟨⟩. For every 0 ≤ i ≤ r , let Ui be the set of vertices that appear
in γi. We show that β = γ0 ◦ · · · ◦ γr corresponds to a directed S, T -path of aux(G, k, l), that we explicitly construct. To
show the existence of the path, we have to check a series of properties. First, observe that U1 ∪ {γ2(1)} = Bβ(γ1(1), k),
and Ui−1 ∪ Ui ∪ {γi+1(1)} = Bβ(γi(1), k) for every 2 ≤ i ≤ r − 2, and Ur−2 ∪ Ur−1 ∪ {γr(1)} = Bβ(γr−1(1), k) and
Ur−1 ∪Ur = Bβ(γr(1), k) in case Ur ≠ ∅, and Ur−2 ∪Ur−1 = Bβ(γr−1(1), k) in case Ur = ∅. Thus, according to the definition
of (k, l)-layouts, it follows for every 1 ≤ i ≤ r where Ui ≠ ∅ that Bβ(γi(1), k) ⊆ BG(γi(1), l). It follows that aux(G, k, l) has
the following vertices:
– a start vertex u(1) with label (γ0, γ1)
– for every 2 ≤ i ≤ r − 1, a middle vertex u(i) with label (γi−1, γi)
– an end vertex u(r) with label (γr−1, γr).
We show that (S, u(1), u(2), . . . , u(r), T ) is a directed path of aux(G, k, l). Since u(1) is a start vertex and u(r) is an end vertex,
it follows that (S, u(1)) and (u(r), T ) are arcs of aux(G, k, l). Let 1 ≤ i < r . We consider the vertex pair u(i), u(i+1). The labels
of u(i) and u(i+1) are (γi−1, γi) and (γi, γi+1), respectively. Then, the following holds:
– u(i) is not end vertex and u(i+1) is not start vertex
– γi = γi
– γi−1 ◦ γi ◦ γi+1 is a k-layout for G[Ui−1 ∪ Ui ∪ Ui+1], since it is a sub-layout of a k-layout for G.
It remains to consider the neighbourhood and distance conditions. Letw ∈ Ui and let y ∈ NG(w). Since β is a k-layout for G,
dβ(w, y) ≤ k, which means that y ∈ Ui−1 ∪ Ui ∪ Ui+1. If u(i+1) is an end vertex, i.e., i+ 1 = r , and if γr ≠ ⟨⟩ then for every
w ∈ Ur and every y ∈ NG(w), it analogously follows that dβ(w, y) ≤ k implies y ∈ Ur−1∪Ur . This proves the neighbourhood
condition. For the distance condition, letw ∈ Ui−1∪Ui∪Ui+1. It holds that Bγi−1◦γi◦γi+1(w, k) ⊆ Bγ (w, k) ⊆ BG(w, l), where
the latter inclusion holds due to the properties of (k, l)-layouts.We conclude that (u(i), u(i+1)) is an arc of aux(G, k, l). Hence,
aux(G, k, l) contains a directed S, T -path of length at most r + 1.
For the converse, let (S, u(1), . . . , u(t), T ) be a directed S, T -path of aux(G, k, l) of length at most r + 1. Let (βi, γi) be the
layout pair label of u(i) for every 1 ≤ i ≤ t . Let γ0 =def γt+1 =def ⟨⟩. Note that γi−1 = βi for every 1 ≤ i ≤ t . We show that
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δ =def γ0◦· · ·◦γt+1 is a (k, l)-layout forG. LetUi be the set of vertices that appear inγi for every 0 ≤ i ≤ t+1. It is important to
note that |U0| = |Ut+1| = 0 and |Ut | ≤ k−1 and |Ui| = k for every 1 ≤ i ≤ t−1. Then, |U1|+· · ·+|Ut | < tk ≤ rk. According
to the proof of the first statement, every vertex of G appears at least once in δ. Thus, (r − 1)k ≤ n ≤ |U1| + · · · + |Ut | < rk.
We show that every vertex of G appear exactly once in δ. Remember that for all 1 ≤ i ≤ t , γi−1 ◦ γi ◦ γi+1 is a layout for
G[Ui−1 ∪ Ui ∪ Ui+1]. It follows that for every choice of i, j such that i < j and δ(i) = δ(j), j− i > 2kmust hold. Assume that
there is a vertex x of G such that i < j with δ(i) = δ(j) = x exist. Let 1 ≤ p ≤ t be such that position j in δ is in γp. Due
to the neighbourhood condition, it holds that all neighbours of x appear in γp−1 ◦ γp ◦ γp+1 and, for the occurrence of x in
position i, all neighbours of x appear in γ1 ◦ · · · ◦ γp−2. If there is a neighbour y of x and a position i′ in δ with δ(i′) = y and
|i− i′| ≤ k and |j− i′| ≤ k then j− i ≤ 2k, a contradiction. Thus, every neighbour of x appears at least two times in δ. Since
G is connected, it directly follows that every vertex of G appears at least two times in δ, which yields a contradiction to the
length of δ of less than n + k < 2n. We conclude that δ is a layout for G, and due to the proof of the first statement, δ is a
k-layout for G.
To complete the proof, let x, y be a vertex pair of G such that dδ(x, y) ≤ k. Then, there is 1 ≤ p ≤ t such that x appears
in γp and y appears in γp−1 ◦ γp ◦ γp+1. Due to the distance condition, it directly follows that y ∈ BG(x, l). We conclude that
δ is a (k, l)-layout for G. 
We only remark here that the proof of Lemma 3.1 shows even stronger results. For the first statement, the proof shows
how to extract a k-layout from an arbitrary directed S, T -path, and for the second statement, the proof actually shows a
1-to-1 correspondence between the (k, l)-layouts of G and the short directed S, T -paths of aux(G, k, l).
In the second part of the section, we consider running-time aspects. Wewill show that (the existence of) a short directed
S, T -path of the auxiliary digraph can be determined very efficiently under reasonable assumptions. The next lemma
establishes the ‘‘reasonable assumptions’’.
Lemma 3.2. Let G be a graph, let k, d ≥ 0 be integers and let x be a vertex of G. If bw(G) ≤ k then |BG(x, d)| ≤ 2kd+ 1.
Proof. Let β be a k-layout for G, that exists due to the assumption bw(G) ≤ k. Let 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ i′ ≤ |V (G)| be such that
β(j) = x and i and i′ are smallest and largest, respectively, satisfying β(i), β(i′) ∈ BG(x, d). Since d ≥ dG(x, β(i)) ≥ 1k (j− i),
it holds that dβ(x, β(i)) ≤ kd. Analogously, dβ(x, β(i′)) ≤ kd. With the choice of i and i′, it follows for every 1 ≤ j′ ≤ |V (G)|,
if β(j′) ∈ BG(x, d) then i ≤ j′ ≤ i′. Since i′ − i ≤ 2kd, we conclude the cardinality bound of the lemma. 
Hence, the result of Lemma 3.2 provides a sufficient condition for a graph to have large bandwidth. Motivated by this
result, for integers k, l ≥ 0, we say that a vertex x of a graph G has k-few l-close neighbours if |BG(x, d)| ≤ 2kd+ 1 for every
0 ≤ d ≤ l. Thus, if a graph has a k-layout then each vertex can have only k-few l-close neighbours.
Lemma 3.3. Let k, l ≥ 1. For every connected graph G on at least k+1 vertices whose vertices have only k-few l-close neighbours,
the vertices and arcs of aux(G, k, l) can be listed in n · 2O(k log kl) time, where n is the number of vertices of G.
Proof. LetG be a connected graph on n vertices, where n ≥ k+1. Let each vertex ofG have only k-few l-close neighbours.We
list the vertices and arcs of aux(G, k, l) separately. A vertex of aux(G, k, l) is uniquely determined by its label, so it suffices
to list the corresponding layout pairs. Let a be a vertex of G. We determine the number of layout pairs with anchor a and
distinguish between the three different vertex types. Remember that |BG(a, l)| ≤ 2kl+ 1 due to the assumptions about the
number of neighbours. Let r be smallest such that rk > n, and let d =def n − (r − 2)k. Then, the numbers of the different
vertex types are:
– start vertices: at most k! · 2kl+1k  ≤ (2k)! · (2kl+ 1)k
– middle vertices: at most (2k)! · 2kl+12k  ≤ (2k)! · (2kl+ 1)2k
– end vertices: at most d! · 2kl+1d  ≤ (2k)! · (2kl+ 1)2k.
Including S and T , the total number of vertices of aux(G, k, l) is bounded above by n · 2O(k log kl). And since a layout pair
requires at most 2k representation space by simply listing the vertices according to the layouts, the vertices of aux(G, k, l)
can be listed in time n · 2O(k log kl).
Next, we determine the arcs of aux(G, k, l). It suffices to list the out-neighbours of each vertex. Since the out-neighbours
of S are the start vertices, and since the unique out-neighbour of an end vertex is T , it suffices to restrict to out-neighbours
of start and middle vertices. It even suffices to determine a very loose upper bound. Let x be a start or middle vertex with
anchor a. Let y be a vertex of aux(G, k, l)with anchor b. If (x, y) is an arc of aux(G, k, l) then b ∈ BG(a, l) due to the distance
condition. Since a has only k-few l-close neighbours, it follows that at most (2kl + 1) · 2O(k log kl) ≤ 2O(k log kl) vertices of
aux(G, k, l) are potential out-neighbours of x. These candidate vertices (including their layout pair labels) can be listed in
2O(k log kl) time. Checking whether a vertex pair satisfies the requested properties can be done in O(k3l2) time. This mainly
relies on the fact that each vertex of G can have at most 2k neighbours, since NG(x) ∪ {x} = BG(x, 1), and thus, checking
the neighbourhood condition sums up to a total O(k2) time, and every vertex has only k-few l-close neighbours, that can
be listed inO(k2l2) time, and checking the distance condition therefore requires a totalO(k3l2) time. Hence, every vertex of
aux(G, k, l) has at most 2O(k log kl) out-neighbours, that can be listed in time 2O(k log kl).
We summarise: aux(G, k, l) has at most n ·2O(k log kl) vertices and at most n ·2O(k log kl) ·2O(k log kl) arcs, and the vertices and
arcs can be listed in total n · 2O(k log kl) time. 
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Corollary 3.4. Let k, l ≥ 1. For every connected graph G on at least k + 1 vertices whose vertices have only k-few l-close
neighbours, the length of a shortest directed S, T-path of aux(G, k, l) can be determined in n · 2O(k log kl) time, where n is the
number of vertices of G.
Proof. Let G be a connected graph on n vertices of the required type. Due to Lemma 3.3, the vertices and arcs of aux(G, k, l)
can be listed in n · 2O(k log kl) time. Constructing a shortest directed S, T -path can be done in time linear in the numbers of
vertices and arcs of aux(G, k, l) by a straightforward breadth first search. 
Combining the results of Lemma 3.1 and Corollary 3.4, the bandwidth problem is fixed-parameter tractable on arbitrary
graphs when parametrised by k and l.
4. An FPT-algorithm for AT-free graphs
The results of Section 3 combine into an algorithm for deciding Bandwidth efficiently for graphs of bounded structure.
To be precise, deciding the existence of (k, l)-layouts can be done efficientlywhen parametrised by k and l. In this section, we
will consider the case of AT-free graphs and show that l can be bounded by a simple (linear) function in k. This will establish
an FPT-algorithm for deciding Bandwidth on AT-free graphs when parametrised by the bandwidth k. Our bound on l and
thus our algorithm relies on structural results about minimal triangulations of AT-free graphs.
A graph H is an interval graph if its vertices can be assigned closed intervals of the real line such that two vertices of H are
adjacent if and only if the assigned intervals have a non-empty intersection. Such a family of closed intervals is called interval
model for the graph. An interval graph is a proper interval graph if it has an interval model such that no interval completely
contains another interval. Let G be a graph. An interval completion of G is an interval graph H with vertex set V (G) and with
E(G) ⊆ E(H). If there is no interval completion H ′ of G with E(H ′) ⊂ E(H) then H is a minimal interval completion of G.
Analogously, a proper interval completion of G is a proper interval graph H with vertex set V (G) and with E(G) ⊆ E(H).
Lemma 4.1 ([13]). For any integer k ≥ 0, a graph G has a proper interval completion H that does not contain a clique of size k+2
if and only if bw(G) ≤ k.
Let β be a layout for a graph G. From β and G, we obtain the fill graph of (G, β), fi(G, β), by adding edges to G. Formally,
fi(G, β) has vertex set V (G), and xy is an edge of fi(G, β) if and only if there is an edge u, v of G such that u 4β x ≺β y 4β v.
It is clear that G is a subgraph of fi(G, β), and it follows from a layout characterisation of proper interval graphs in [17] that
fi(G, β) is a proper interval graph. Hence, fi(G, β) is a proper interval completion of G.
Lemma 4.2. For every graph G, there is a minimal interval completion H of G with bw(G) = bw(H).
Proof. Let β be a k-layout for G. Observe that β is a k-layout also for H ′ =def fi(G, β), which means that bw(H ′) ≤ k. Since
H ′ is a proper interval graph and therefore an interval completion of G, there is a minimal interval completion H of G such
that E(H) ⊆ E(H ′). It follows that bw(G) ≤ bw(H) ≤ bw(H ′) ≤ k. By choosing k smallest possible, the claimed result
follows. 
Interval graphs can be characterised by admitting a special vertex ordering. A graph G is an interval graph if and only if
G has a vertex ordering σ such that for every vertex triple u, v, w of G with u ≺σ v ≺σ w, uw ∈ E(G) implies vw ∈ E(G)
[21]. Such a vertex ordering is called interval ordering.
Theorem 4.3 ([8]). Let H be an interval graph with interval ordering σ . Let b =def bw(H). There is a b-layout β for H such that
for every pair u, v of non-adjacent vertices of H, u ≺σ v implies u ≺β v.
Lemma 4.4. Let H be a connected interval graph. Let b =def bw(H). There is a b-layout β for H with the property: for every
vertex pair u, v of H, dH(u, v) ≤ dβ(u, v)+ 2.
Proof. Let σ be an interval ordering for H . Let β be a b-layout for H with the property of Theorem 4.3 with respect to σ . We
show that β satisfies the claim of the lemma. Let u, v be a vertex pair ofH . If dH(u, v) ≤ 3 then the lemma trivially holds. Let
dH(u, v) ≥ 4. Without loss of generality, we can assume u ≺σ v. Let P = (x0, . . . , xr) be a u, v-path of H that has smallest
length. If there is 1 ≤ i ≤ r−2with xi−1 ≺σ v ≺σ xi then v is adjacent to xi by the properties of interval orderings, showing
that (u, x1, . . . , xi, v) is a u, v-path of length smaller than r , a contradiction to the choice of P . If there is 2 ≤ i ≤ r with
xi−1 ≺σ u ≺σ xi then u and xi are adjacent, which again yields a contradiction to the choice of P . Thus, u ≺σ xi ≺σ v for all
1 ≤ i ≤ r − 2. Since x2, . . . , xr−2 are non-adjacent to u and v by the choice of P as of smallest length possible, Theorem 4.3
for β implies that u ≺β xi ≺β v for all 2 ≤ i ≤ r − 2. Hence, dβ(u, v) ≥ r − 2 = dH(u, v)− 2. 
The square of a graph G, denoted as G2, is the graph on vertex set V (G) and with edge set {uv : 1 ≤ dG(u, v) ≤ 2}.
Combining the results of [16,18], we obtain the following:
Theorem 4.5 ([16,18]). Let G be an AT-free graph. For every minimal interval completion H of G, H ⊆ G2.
We combine the results of this section and finally prove the main lemma about the structure of balls of bounded radius
in connected AT-free graphs.
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Lemma 4.6. Let G be a connected AT-free graph and let k ≥ bw(G). There is a k-layout β for G such that for every vertex x of G,
Bβ(x, k) ⊆ BG(x, 2k+ 4).
Proof. Let H be a minimal interval completion of G such that bw(H) = bw(G); H exists due to Lemma 4.2. As a corollary
of Theorem 4.5, dH(u, v) ≥ 12 · dG(u, v) for every vertex pair u, v of G. Let b =def bw(G) and let β be a b-layout for
H with the property of Lemma 4.4. Then, for every vertex pair u, v of G, dβ(u, v) + 2 ≥ dH(u, v) ≥ 12 · dG(u, v), i.e.,
dβ(u, v) ≥ 12 · dG(u, v) − 2. Now, let x, y be vertices of G. If y ∈ Bβ(x, k) then dG(x, y) ≤ 2k + 4, which means that
y ∈ BG(x, 2k+ 4). It remains to observe that β is a b-layout for G and so a k-layout for G. 
Corollary 4.7. Let k ≥ 1. A connected AT-free graph G has a k-layout if and only if G has a (k, 2k+ 4)-layout.
Proof. Clearly, if β is a (k, 2k+4)-layout for G then β is a k-layout for G. Conversely, if G has a k-layout then k ≥ bw(G) and
G has a (k, 2k+ 4)-layout due to Lemma 4.6. 
With themain results of this and the previous section, we conclude our FTP-algorithm for Bandwidth on AT-free graphs.
Theorem 4.8. Given an AT-free graph G and an integer k ≥ 1, it can be decided in time n · 2O(k log k) whether bw(G) ≤ k, where
n is the number of vertices of G.
Proof. It is first to observe that bw(G) ≤ k implies that |E(G)| ≤ kn. This follows from the fact that no vertex of G can have
more than 2k neighbours according to Lemma3.2. As a first step, determine the connected components ofG. This can be done
in linear time, i.e., in time O(kn). We apply Corollary 4.7 and see that bw(G) ≤ k if and only if every connected component
of G has a (k, 2k + 4)-layout. If a vertex of G does not have only k-few (2k + 4)-close neighbours then bw(G) > k due to
Lemma 3.2, and the algorithm rejects. Otherwise, we apply the algorithm of Corollary 3.4 to each connected component of G
and decide the existence of a (k, 2k+4)-layout by applying Lemma 3.1. Since log k(2k+4) ≤ 2 log k+c for some constant c ,
we conclude the claim of the theorem. 
5. Concluding remarks
The diameter of a graph G, denoted as diam(G), is the smallest value d such that dG(u, v) ≤ d for every vertex pair u, v of
G. If the diameter is bounded for a graph class then a result of the type of Corollary 4.7 holds, and we can obtain an analogue
of Theorem 4.8. Graphs of bounded diameter are dense graphs. However, for such classes of dense graphs, the problem
becomes trivial, as we show in the following.
Lemma 5.1. Let G = (V , E) be a connected graph. Then, |V | ≤ 1+ diam(G) · bw(G).
Proof. Let β be a k-layout for G for k ≥ 0. Let a =def β(1) and b =def β(|V |). Then, |V | − 1 = dβ(a, b) ≤ dG(a, b) · k ≤
diam(G) · k. 
The result of Lemma 5.1 implies for a graph class of bounded diameter that there is only a finite number of graphs of
bounded bandwidth. Thus, for such graph classes, deciding whether bw(G) ≤ k for given graph G is trivial when k is fixed.
If k is part of the input, we can apply the currently best known exact algorithm for computing the bandwidth by Cygan and
Pilipczuk, with running time O(4.473n) [6], and obtain a O(4.473dk)-time algorithm for deciding whether bw(G) ≤ k for
a given (connected) graph G with diam(G) ≤ d and integer k. Examples of graph classes of bounded diameter are Pd+1-
free graphs, in particular split graphs and cobipartite graphs, which are well-studied classes of P5-free graphs. Note that
Bandwidth is NP-complete when restricted to split and cobipartite graphs [15,16].
An interesting corollary follows from the result of Lemma 3.1. Even though a graph Gmay not have a (k, l)-layout, it may
still have a k-layout that is witnessed by a directed S, T -path of aux(G, k, l). Is there a graph class for which the size of l can
be bounded from above such that the auxiliary digraph definitely has a directed S, T -path, without necessarily having such
a path of short length?
We conclude with a few more open problems.
• Does there exist an FPT-algorithm for Bandwidth on AT-free graphs that has a running time of the form 2O(k)nO(1)? An
algorithm with this running time would be interesting even for cocomparability graphs.
• Can the bandwidth be FPT-approximated on trees? That is, is there an algorithm that given a tree T and an integer k, runs
in time f (k)nO(1) and either correctly answers that bw(T ) > k or outputs a g(k)-layout for T for some function g?
• What is the parametrised complexity of Bandwidth on caterpillars with hair length c , for fixed constant c ≥ 3?
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